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Gmat Sentence Correction Bible
The PowerScore GMAT Sentence Correction BibileTM is a complete guide that teaches the grammar, style, and diction
required to successfully attack GMAT Sentence Correction questions. This book is teeming with tips and tricks and
includes an entire section on strategy. With dozens of examples, over 140 practice questions, and detailed explanations,
the Sentence Correction BibleTM is the ultimate resource for gaining an edge on the GMAT.
The PowerScore GMAT Critical Reasoning Bible is a comprehensive how-to manual that teaches you how to solve every
type of GMAT Critical Reasoning question. Featuring dozens of questions with detailed explanations, the Bible is the
ultimate resource for improving your GMAT Critical Reasoning performance.
Provides college students and recent graduates with overviews of career paths in key industries, and includes contact
information for major employers and hiring trends for college graduates.

Columbia Common Sentence Structure Mistakes at GMAT is compiled to help you learn the absolutely essential grammar testing
points and avoid the most common mistakes at GMAT to raise your score! It has twenty lessons with each one having the
following outstanding features: 1. ERROR EXAMPLES: show you what kinds of mistakes most often made at GMAT and how to
correct them; 2. GRAMMAR GUIDES: teach you the grammar rules absolutely essential to raise your GMAT score; 3. PRACTICE
TESTS: Use sample Sentence Correction and Sentence Completion questions to test your grammar power and readiness for the
real GMAT; 4. ANSWER KEYS: provide answers and explanations to help you avoid the mistakes forever to score higher on the
GMAT! Columbia Common Sentence Structure Mistakes at GMAT is your grammar Bible! With the help of our fun and effective
way to learn all the essential grammar testing points, you will be able to score higher on the GMAT guaranteed!
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The ACT and SAT Reading Bible is the definitive study guide for the Reading tests on the ACT and SAT. Now that the
two tests are so similar, there is no point in studying two separate prep books; the ACT and SAT Reading Bible is an
efficient resource to prepare you for either test or both tests at once. It's the ultimate resource for learning powerful
strategies to increase your knowledge, speed, confidence, and ultimately your score on the ACT, the SAT, or both
college admissions tests.
With over 300 practice questions and 700 vocabulary words, The PowerScore SAT Reading Bible is the most
comprehensive guide available for the Critical Reading section of the SAT. From challenging Sentence Completion
questions to complicated Passage-Based Reading questions, this book unveils powerful solution strategies for attacking
every type of reading question on the test. And unlike other prep guides, this book is dedicated entirely to the Critical
Reading section of the SAT.
The PowerScore GMAT Verbal Bible is a comprehensive guide to the entire verbal section of the GMAT. In addition to indepth discussion of the verbal concepts tested on every GMAT, the book provides hundreds of practice questions, with
problem sets, conceptual drills, and extensive analysis of test questions and answer choices. With expansive sections on
Critical Reasoning, Reading Comprehension, and Sentence Correction, the GMAT Verbal Bible provides effective
approaches to every question type in the GMAT verbal section.
Offers information and practice tests to prepare for the business school entrance examination.
The PowerScore SAT Writing Bible is the authoritative guide to both the essay and multiple choice Writing sections of the SAT.
Packed with powerful writing techniques and a high-scoring essay template, the book is a surefire way for students to improve
composition skills and raise essay scores.
Columbia Common English Usage Mistakes at GMAT is compiled to help you learn the absolutely essential grammar testing
points and avoid the most common mistakes at GMAT to raise your score! It has twenty lessons with each one having the
following outstanding features: 1. ERROR EXAMPLES: show you what kinds of mistakes most often made at GMAT and how to
correct them; 2. GRAMMAR GUIDES: teach you the grammar rules absolutely essential to raise your GMAT score; 3. PRACTICE
TESTS: Use sample Sentence Correction and Sentence Completion questions to test your grammar power and readiness for the
real GMAT; 4. ANSWER KEYS: provide answers and explanations to help you avoid the mistakes forever to score higher on the
GMAT! Columbia Common English Usage Mistakes at GMAT is your grammar Bible! With the help of our fun and effective way to
learn all the essential grammar testing points, you will be able to score higher on the GMAT guaranteed!
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